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QUESTION 1

PeopleCode in the SavePostChange and SavePrechange events can be placed on the component either at the
component level or at the component record level. Which two statements are true about the how these events are
processed? (Choose two.) 

A. PeopleCode in these events placed at the component record level runs once per row when the page is saved. 

B. PeopleCode in these events placed at the component record level runs once when the page is saved. 

C. PeopleCode in these events placed at the component level runs once per row when the page is saved. 

D. PeopleCode in these events placed at the component level runs once when the page is saved. 

E. PeopleCode in these events placed at the component record level triggers a Save when a row is changed. 

F. PeopleCode in these events placed at the component level triggers a Save when the page is changed. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

View the Exhibit. 

Select the SQL statement that corresponds to the record definition. 

A. SELECT A.PRODUCT_ID, A.CUSTOMER, B.DESCR, A.PLATFORM, 

B. PRODUCTION_STATUSFROM PS_PSU_CUST_PROD A, PS_PSU_CUST_TBL BWHERE 

C. CUSTOMER_ID = B.CUSTOMER_ID 

D. SELECT A.PRODUCT, A.CUSTOMER_ID, B.DESCR, A.PRODUCTION_STATUSFROM PS_PSU_CUST_PROD A,
PS_PSU_CUST_TBL BWHERE A.CUSTOMER_ID = 

E. CUSTOMER_ID 

F. SELECT A.PRODUCT, A.CUSTOMER_ID, B.DESCR, A.PLATFORM, 

G. PRODUCTION_STATUSFROM PS_PSU_CUST_PROD A, PS_PSU_CUST_TBL BWHERE 



H. CUSTOMER_ID = B.CUSTOMER_ID 

I. SELECT A.PRODUCT, A.CUSTOMER_ID, B.DESCR, A.PLATFORM, 

J. PRODUCTION_STATUSFROM PS_PSU_CUST_PROD A, PS_PSU_CUST_TBL BWHERE 

K. CUSTOMER_ID = A.CUSTOMER_ID 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Select the three true statements about search records. (Choose three.) 

A. The search key property initiates the building of the search page. 

B. The action mode is irrelevant to the appearance of the search page. 

C. The main purpose of the search page is to retrieve a value that the system can pass to the SQL statement as the
primary key in the WHERE clause. 

D. Unlike search keys, alternate search keys are not necessarily a part of level 0 on the pages in the component. 

E. After you select the search key on the search page, the page appears and the search key is displayed at level one. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 4

Select the two true statements regarding parent/child relationships and page design. (Choose two.) 

A. Parent/child relationships on a page can write to the same table. 

B. Parent/child relationships on a page are determined by occurs level. 

C. Parent/child relationships on a page are determined by occurs count. 

D. Parent/child relationships on a page always indicate a one-to-manyrelationship. 

E. Parent/child relationships on a page are automatically configured by the physical layout of the scroll area or grid. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

You are importing the DEV_COURSE project from a file. Select the two files that must be present in the DEV_COURSE
folder. (Choose two.) 

A. DEV_COURSE.html 

B. DEV_COURSE.ini 



C. DEV_COURSE.xst 

D. DEV_COURSE.doc 

E. DEV_COURSE.xml 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 6

What must you do first, before you create a link to an external Web page from a PeopleSoft page? 

A. Create and save a link image definition. 

B. Understandthe structure of the component. 

C. Select the "Open in New Window" check box. 

D. Save the external URL in the URL repository. 

E. Configure the portal navigation to the external page. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Select the three correct statements about PeopleSoft field definitions. (Choose three.) 

A. Field definitions can have multiple labels. 

B. Some field definition properties can be changed only with PeopleCode. 

C. Modifying a field definition automatically alters all tables in which the field 

D. After you save a field definition, you cannot change the data type without deleting the field. 

E. Field definitions are stand-alone definitions that do not need to be associated with record definitions. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 8

View the Exhibit. 

Which two PeopleCode snippets contain syntax errors? (Choose two.) 



A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 3 

D. 4 

E. 5 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 9

Select the three true statements about the portal registry and navigation. (Choose three.) 

A. Modifying the portal registry grants access to a component. 

B. Portal registry navigation uses menu definitionsto determine folder structure. 

C. You can modify the portal registry through the registration wizard. 

D. The portal registry can be accessed through the structure and content reference. 

E. In the portal registry, you can modify the node, folder, and security properties of a content reference. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 



QUESTION 10

View the Exhibit. 

You access a content reference and see the search page shown. 

Select the property that you must change so that the search page title is more descriptive. 

A. Menu item label 

B. Component item label 

C. Record definition label 

D. Search page item label 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

What are three standard system edits that the component processor performs on a field? (Choose three.) 

A. Duplicate key 

B. Required field 

C. Spelling 

D. Field format 

E. Foreign key 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 12

View the Exhibit. 



This FieldChange program conditionally populates DERIVED.EDITTABLE, based on the value of
PSU_EMP_RVW_RVR.REVIEW_TYPE. 

Another similar program should be placed in a companion event. In which other event should the other PeopleCode
program be placed? 

A. FieldEdit 

B. RowInit 

C. RowInsert 

D. SavePreChange 

E. SavePostChange 

Correct Answer: B 
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